


The National Service Scheme (NSS) was founded in India in 1969 with
the primary objective of encouraging student participation in social
service activities. It was launched on the 24th of September, 1969,
with the aim of developing the personality and character of students
through community engagement.

The NSS emerged as a result of the desire to actively involve
students in nation-building and promote social welfare. It draws
inspiration from the principles of Mahatma Gandhi, who believed in
the importance of selfless service to society. The program initially
started with 40,000 students and has since grown to become one of
the largest youth volunteer organizations in the world.

Over the years, the NSS has played a significant role in addressing
social issues and creating a positive impact on communities across
India. It has actively contributed to areas such as healthcare,
literacy, environmental conservation, and rural development.
Through their involvement in the NSS, students have been able to
bring about positive change and make a difference in the lives of
the underprivileged.

The NSS has continued to evolve, adapt, and expand its reach,
remaining true to its founding principles. Today, it continues to
inspire and engage students in various social service activities,
shaping them into responsible citizens and future leaders who are
committed to the betterment of society.

ABOUT 
NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME



The Motto of NSS "Not Me But You" reflects the essence of
democratic living and upholds the need for self-less service.
NSS helps the students' development & appreciation to other
person's point of view and also show consideration towards
other living beings. The philosophy of the NSS is a good
doctrine in this motto, which underlines the belief that the
welfare of an individual is ultimately dependent on the welfare
of the society as a whole and therefore, the NSS volunteers shall
strive for the well-being of the society.

The logo for the NSS has been based on the giant Rath Wheel of
the world famous Konark Sun Temple (The Black Pagoda)
situated in Odisha, India. The Red & Blue colors in the logo
motivate the NSS Volunteers to be active & energetic for the
nation-building social activities. The wheel portrays the cycle of
creation, preservation and releases and signifies the
movement in life across time and space. The wheel thus stands
for continuity as well as change and implies the continuous
striving of NSS for social change.

MOTTO

NSS LOGO



i. Understand the community in which they work

ii. Understand themselves in relation to their community

iii. Identify the needs and problems of the community and
involve them in problem-solving

iv. Develop among themselves a sense of social and civic
responsibility

v. Utilise their knowledge in finding practical solutions to
individual and community problems

vi. Develop competence required for group-living and
sharing of responsibilities

vii. Gain skills in mobilising community participation

viii. Acquire leadership qualities and democratic attitudes

ix. Develop capacity to meet emergencies and natural
disasters and

x. Practise national integration and social harmony

OBJECTIVES



To develop and encourage a sense of selfless service.

To inculcate more values and share for community
development and social welfare.

To train the volunteers for social awareness and social
responsibility.

To practice national integration and inclusive practices.

 DGMC NSS

DGMC NSS VISION

Not Me But You has been the motto of the National Service
Scheme (NSS), and the NSS volunteers at DGMC have
strived hard to honour this motto. The NSS unit of DGMC was
established in 2021, it is a sub unit of the National Service
Scheme under University of Mumbai. Students who wish to
make a difference to the society, bring a smile on the faces
of the not so privileged members of the society, want to
give back to the society, happily join and work in this club.
Every students who joins the NSS and completes 120 Hours is
eligible FOR 10 Grace marks under the University of Mumbai
and if the student completes 240 hours is eligible to receive
a Certificate from the Government.



Principal, DGMC

Dr. Amee Vora

PRINCIPAL'S DESK

Dedicating yourself to the service of society means that you
shall never be bored, you will always be frustrated, you shall be
surrounded with challenges and there shall be so much to do
and so little time. You shall have tremendous responsibility but
very little authority. You shall step into people’s lives and make a
difference. Some will bless you. Some may curse you. You will
meet all kinds of people at their best and at their worst. You will
be amazed by people’s capacity for love, courage and
endurance. You shall see life begin and end. You shall
experience resounding triumphs and devastating failures. You
will cry a lot and laugh a lot. You shall know what it is to be
human and be humane.



PROGRAM OFFICER
PROF. VIRAJ BANDEKAR

As I reflect on our journey, I am filled with immense pride and gratitude for
each one of you. Together, we navigated through unprecedented challenges,
and your resilience and dedication have been truly commendable. We took
on vivid initiatives, community projects, and educational campaigns, making
a significant impact on the lives of those we served. I am inspired by the
growth I have witnessed in each of you and the collective spirit of compassion
that binds our NSS family. As we step into another year of service, I am excited
to continue this journey with renewed enthusiasm, making a positive
difference in our community and beyond.
With gratitude and warm regards,

PROF. SHRUTI JOSHI

PROGRAM OFFICER'S NOTE

Swatantraveer Vinayak Damodar Savarkar in his one of the speeches once had
said, “देहाकडून देवाकडे जाताना म�े एक देश लागतो, आ�ण �ा देशाचे आपण देणे लागतो”,
meaning, amidst the journey of a soul from land to heaven, we do owe to our
motherland, we should devote our karma for the protection, progress, and
development of each and every sector of our motherland. The sole purpose of
the National Service Scheme unit of DGMC is to inculcate the spirit of moral
values, social awareness, amongst our students. We tackle social issues,
environmental challenges, and educational initiatives with empathy and
determination. I am deeply grateful for the unity and support we have built within
our NSS unit, embracing diversity and creating an inclusive environment for all.
Let us continue to empower change, knowing that our collective efforts hold the
power to bring about meaningful transformations.

ADVISOR
MS.  SHRAVANI VICHARE

PROGRAM OFFICER

ADVISOR'S NOTE

“In recognizing the humanity of our fellow beigns,we pay ourselves the highest
tribute ,we at DGMC firmly believe in giving the highest contribution to mankind
services to humanity.The National service scheme of DGMC upholds the vision of
social service and creates amongst the students the values to work selflessly for
others.



Male Leader
 

Amarjeet Yadav

Female Leader
Janhavi Gupta

To me, the NSS unit of the DGMC is like a family. My fellow
volunteers and I always remember the times we spent
working for NSS. I have a soft spot in my heart for activities
like beach clean-ups, Independence Day rally, and visits to
Orphanages. Through NSS, numerous things helped me
develop. I have always had the support of mentors like Shruti
Ma'am and Viraj Sir in my career. I consider my co-leader
and all of the volunteers to be one huge family. I had a
wonderful time signing up for NSS and getting to know
everyone nearby. I send the NSS unit of the DGMC my best
wishes for their forthcoming years.

Introducing the inaugural edition of our NSS newsletter! As
the NSS leader of DEVIPRASAD GOENKA MANAGEMENT
COLLEGE OF MEDIA STUDIES, I am excited to share the
impactful work and heartfelt dedication of our team.
Through this newsletter, we aim to connect and inspire,
sharing our stories of service straight from the heart. Our NSS
unit strives to make a positive difference in our community.
From cleanliness drives to health camps and education
initiatives, we believe in the power of collective action. Join
us in our mission to create change and be part of something
greater. Stay updated on upcoming events and projects,
and witness the passion and commitment of our NSS
volunteers. Together, let's celebrate the power of service and
make a lasting impact.

LEADER'S NOTE



SHREYASH GAIKWADKUSHAL TIWARI 

NSS CORE TEAM OF

2022-2023

KASHISH BERIWAL KHUSHI SOLANKI 

DEVANSH MISHRA DIVYA MOHAPATRA 



DRIVE
The DGMC's NSS unit
organised a donation drive
to aid underprivileged
people by giving them
access to the supplies they
needed, such as clothing,
books, blankets, stationery,
etc.           
The primary goal of this
donation drive was to
spread goodness by
providing assistance to
those in need and showing
kindness to all.

The donation drive began on 21 July 2022, and it continued to
receive donations for the next three months. A lot of students from
the college, along with college faculty and working staff,
contributed to this initiative, resulting in the collection of hundreds
of clothes for men and women, along with stationery items, books,
some mattresses, 300 sanitary napkins and other items.

The donation drive was successful because of
the huge contribution of our students,  mentors
and working staff. These items were collected
as donations and were distributed in
Banubaichi Wadi village during the 07-days of
the residential camp.

DID YOU KNOW
In honor of Mother Teresa's death anniversary,
every year, 5th September is celebrated as 
 international charity day as she devoted her
whole life for charity.
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KARGIL 
VIJAY
DIWAS

NSS volunteers were present at the registration
desk and welcomed students and dignitaries.
The event started with the national anthem and
proceeded with watching some great
documentaries which showed the real struggle
behind the success of Operation 'Vijay'. During
the event, NSS volunteers volunteered and
welcomed the guests. Principal Dr.Amee Vora
shared her thoughts about our duties towards
the country, and the CEO of the RSET campus
Anant sir shared his personal experience and
was also a captain in the Indian Navy. Some
pride music, songs, poetries, and patriotic
speeches made the event more interesting.

On the occasion of the 23rd year of Kargil Vijay Divas, The RCDGMC in
association with the Film Society and the Advertising and Branding Club
organized an event on 26th July 2022, the NSS unit of the DGMC attended and
helped to make the event successful..

Along with NSS volunteers, all
the students wrote letters to
soldiers and girls tied rakhi
with letters. 

Remembering that "Our the
flag does not fly because the
wind moves it, it flies with the
last breath of each soldier
who died protecting it," the
event successfully ended.
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TREETREETREE   
TIRANGA
HAR      GHAR

PLANTATION
A tree plantation program was held on July 28th, 2022 at
the RSET Campus. Twenty saplings were procured from
BMC Garden to support the initiative. Our principal Dr.
Amee Vora actively participated with volunteers and
also talked about the importance of tree conservation.

NSS volunteers energetically planted the saplings and
have been diligently caring for them ever since. The
event aimed to raise awareness about the significance
of a green environment and foster a sense of
responsibility among the students. By promoting tree
conservation, the program sought to contribute to air
purification, water conservation, shade provision, and
biodiversity preservation. The event's success was
attributed to the enthusiastic participation of volunteers
and the support of the college community.

The NSS Unit of Deviprasad Goenka Management
College of Media Studies actively participated in the Har
Ghar Tiranga Yatra, an event that exemplified the spirit
of patriotism. Organized by Smt. Vidya Thakur, Member
of the Maharashtra Legislative Assembly, the rally
garnered a significant response from dedicated
volunteers. On the 13th of August 2022, the rally
commenced at 3:30 pm from the Ram Mandir S V Road
Junction.

Enthusiastic volunteers flooded the streets, proudly
carrying Indian flags and leader banners, while echoing
powerful chants of "Vande Mataram" and "Bharat Mata ki
Jai." The primary objective of the Har Ghar Tiranga rally
was to strengthen the social fabric of the nation and
foster a culture of respect and reverence for the national
flag.
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On the occasion of the 23rd year of Kargil Vijay Divas, The RCDGMC in
association with the Film Society and the Advertising and Branding Club
organized an event on 26th July 2022, the NSS unit of the DGMC attended and
helped to make the event successful..

ORPHANAGE VISIT
One of the most remarkable events of the NSS unit 'Orphanage Visit' was held on
November 16th, 2022 at the Lutheran community center in Malad (west), aimed
to bring happiness and confidence to the lives of approximately 80 children
residing there. 

With resounding success, the rally
effectively raised awareness about
the significance of the national
campaign. Students, brimming with
enthusiasm, concluded the event
with a profound sense of pride and
a renewed commitment to serve
their beloved country. The NSS Unit's
active participation in this patriotic
endeavor showcased their
dedication to promoting national
values and unity. During the visit, the NSS volunteers organized a hygiene workshop, engaging

games, and a screening of a short film, creating a memorable and holistic
experience for the children. The workshop provided valuable lessons on hygiene
practices, while the games added an element of fun and interaction. The short
film captivated the children's imagination and transported them to a world of
storytelling and inspiration.

In addition to these activities, the volunteers prepared paper puppets and
joyfully distributed them among the children. Witnessing the children's joy and
excitement while playing with the puppets was truly delightful. Each child
showcased their unique talent and happily interacted with the volunteers.

The visit left a lasting impact on both the children and the volunteers, fostering
happiness, confidence, and a sense of community. It was marked as a
meaningful event that enriched the lives of these young souls.
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UNITY DAY OZONE DAY

On the occasion of National Unity Day also known as
Rashtriya Ekta Diwas, the event was organized in honor of
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel's birth anniversary on
November 7th, 2022 at Madhoprasad Saraf Seminar hall. 

To celebrate World Ozone Day,
the NSS unit organized the
event titled #gogreengogenius
on September 16th, 2022 at
Madhoprasad Saraf Seminar
Hall, it aimed to raise
awareness about our planet
and the threats to its existence
in the near future.

During the celebration, NSS volunteers gathered together
and took an oath of unity, emphasizing the importance of
togetherness and solidarity. They delivered inspiring
speeches on the life and achievements of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel, highlighting his significant
contributions to the nation. Additionally, a Quiz
competition was organized to test the participants'
knowledge about Sardar Patel's life and works.

The main objective behind
organizing this event was to
raise awareness about the ideas
and principles advocated by
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. His
vision of unity played a pivotal
role in bringing together a
diverse and fragmented India
into a single, unified nation. The
celebration aimed to instill the
value of unity among individuals
and in society as a whole.

By commemorating National Unity Day, the NSS Unit of
Deviprasad Goenka Management College of Media
Studies hoped to inspire the youth to embrace unity,
diversity, and harmony, thus contributing to the growth
and progress of the nation.

The highlight of the celebration was the screening of a
short film titled "RESET EARTH - ONE OZONE, ONE PLANET,
ONE CHANCE." This film provided valuable insights into
the significance of our planet and the importance of
preserving the ozone layer. Following the movie, a quiz
competition took place, focusing on questions related to
the Ozone Layer. Through this interactive session,
students gained a deeper understanding of the role of
the ozone layer in safeguarding our planet.

The event concluded with a
vote of thanks from Dr.
Amee Vora, the Principal,
expressing gratitude to all
participants and
highlighting the importance
of collective efforts to
protect our environment.
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BHAJAN 
SANDHYA

The NSS unit of Deviprasad Goenka
Management College of Media
Studies actively participated in the
commemoration of International
Non-Violence Day on 2nd October
2022. Led by the Program Officers, a
group of 25 enthusiastic volunteers
from the college embarked on a
silent rally from Churchgate Station
to the iconic Gateway of India in
Mumbai.

The purpose of this rally was to
spread the message of peace, non-
violence, and cleanliness, echoing
the ideals of Mahatma Gandhi and
Lal Bahadur Shastri, two renowned
freedom fighters whose birth
anniversary is celebrated on this
significant day.

Upon reaching the Gateway of India, the NSS unit joined the University of
Mumbai's organized event, the Bhajan Sandhya. The unit's presence added to
the spirit of the occasion, fostering an atmosphere of unity and harmony.
The event served as a powerful
reminder of the principles of non-
violence and the need to promote
peace in our society. The NSS unit of
Deviprasad Goenka Management
College of Media Studies remains
committed to upholding these values
and actively contributing to social
causes that promote a better and more
peaceful world.

DID YOU KNOW
The logo for the NSS has been based on the giant Rath Wheel
of the world-famous Konark Sun Temple (The Black Pagoda)
situated in Orissa, India. The Red & Blue colors contained in
the logo motivate the NSS Volunteers to be active & energetic
in nation-building social activities.
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CLEANUP
BLANKET
DISTRIBUTION

All the dedicated volunteers gathered at the beach at
7:00 a.m., where they were greeted by Harshad Dhage,
the president, and Mr. Dhruv Kadara, co-founder of "For
Future India." Mr. Dhage explained the purpose of the
initiative, emphasizing the significance of environmental
care. He divided the volunteers into groups and provided
them with gloves, masks, and other cleaning materials to
facilitate the beach cleanup.

PREMIER LEAGUE
The NSS unit actively participated in the beach clean-up
premier league organized by "for Future India", at
Velankkani Beach on December 3rd, 2022.

An initiative of blanket distribution drive with the
collaboration of ASBB Trust took place on December 24th
and 25th, coinciding with Christmas Day. Approximately
1000 blankets were distributed to homeless individuals
from Vile Parle to Borivali in Mumbai. 

During the two-hour cleaning
process, Mr. Harshad Dhage and
his team actively participated in
waste collection. The waste was
segregated into categories
such as plastics, carpets, and
slippers for proper disposal.

Mr. Dhruv Karade expressed his appreciation to the NSS
volunteers of DGMC for their enthusiastic involvement in
the initiative. He also took photographs with the
volunteers and highlighted the alarming amount of
plastic waste that had covered the entire beach,
emphasizing the need for continued efforts. He invited
everyone to join future beach clean-up drives and
commended everyone for their cooperation.

The distribution took place during midnight hours, from 8
PM to 12 AM. This initiative aimed to provide warmth and
comfort to the needy ones. The NSS volunteers worked
tirelessly to ensure the blankets reached the homeless
during the winter season. 
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On the occasion of the 23rd year of Kargil Vijay Divas, The RCDGMC in
association with the Film Society and the Advertising and Branding Club
organized an event on 26th July 2022, the NSS unit of the DGMC attended and
helped to make the event successful..

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
& AIDS DAY

The NSS Unit marked Women's
Empowerment and World AIDS
Day on December 1st at
Madhoprasad Saraf Seminar
Hall. Advocate Mallika Verma
from Majlis Legal Centre was
invited to speak on women's
empowerment.

Miss Mallika discussed the work done at Majlis and emphasized the importance
of psychological empowerment in women's rights. She shared information on
women's rights laws and engaged in a Q&A session with students and faculty. 

The event was enlightening, with male participants actively asking questions. It
shed light on the challenges faced by women and how society can better
support them.To commemorate World AIDS Day, NSS volunteers distributed red
ribbons among participants and faculty to raise awareness about the AIDS
pandemic caused by HIV infection. A talk was given to explain AIDS, its
transmission, and the dos and don'ts related to it. The talk helped dispel
stereotypes and misconceptions about AIDS patients and educated students
on preventive measures.

DID YOU KNOW
In 49 countries, there is no
specific law against domestic
violence.

The collaboration with the ASBB
Trust strengthened their efforts,
enabling them to make a
significant impact in the
community. Through their selfless
act, they aimed to bring hope and
relief to those who are without
shelter. The success of the drive
was a result of the dedication and
commitment of the NSS unit and
the support from the ASBB Trust.
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CYCLOTHON

The initiative was organized
under the guidance of the
esteemed college Principal,
Dr. Amee Vora. The event
consisted of a cycling
campaign that covered a
designated route, with
participants pedaling for a
distance of 10 kilometers,
which included areas of
Malad West and Goregaon
West, before returning to the
RSET Campus.  

This provided participants an opportunity to contribute
to a noble cause. The club members actively
volunteered throughout the event, ensuring its smooth
functioning. It played a pivotal role in organizing and
executing the campaign. The event witnessed a
significant turnout and garnered attention from students,
faculty, and external participants.

The presence of these esteemed personalities added
prestige to the event and attracted more attention to the
cause, Shri. Gopal Shetty (Member of Lok Sabha from
North Mumbai Constituency), Mr. Aslam Shaikh (Member
of the Maharashtra Legislative Assembly representing
the Malad West Assembly Constituency), Smt. Shilpa
Ruparelia (President of Mumbai Thalassemic Society),
Mrs. Purna Sheth (President of Mumbai Thalassemic
Society), Shri. Kailash Kejriwal (Hon. Secretary and
Trustee of Rajasthani Sammelan Education Trust), Shri.
Lalit S. Saraf, Mr. Vinod L. Dalmia, Shri. Bhavesh Chandulal
Doshi.

Volunteers from the NSS unit,
equipped with first aid kits,
volunteered at the registration
desk, accompanied the riders
throughout the journey,
assistance when needed, and
active participation in booths.
Through active participation and
engagement, the campaign
educated individuals about the
condition, its impact, and the
importance of regular blood
donations. 

On February 19th, 2023 Deviprasad Goenka Management
College of Media Studies organized a campaign called
"Cyclothon Pedal For Cause: Pedal for Thalassemia" in
association with the Mumbai Thalassemic Society. The
event aimed to raise awareness about thalassemia, a
genetic blood disorder, and gather support for the cause. It
commenced at the Pravinchandra D. Shah Sports
Academy (PDSA) Turf of RSET Campus, Malad West, where
it was flagged off as well. This event served as a prelude to
the college's annual festivals, Media I.C.E Age and
International Film Festival Cinevoyage. 
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BLOOD
CHECKUP

PAPER BAG

In continuation of the Cyclothon campaign at
Deviprasad Goenka Management College of Media
Studies, a highly successful free blood checkup camp
was organized at Saraf Hall on February 22nd, 2023. The
NSS club took charge of recruiting volunteers for the
camp, the volunteers were assigned different
responsibilities, such as registration assistance, guiding
participants, and providing support during the blood
checkup process.

The NSS unit of DGMC took a commendable step
towards combating plastic bags by organizing a paper
bag-making drive, with the support and encouragement
of our principal Dr. Amee Vora, all the volunteers actively
participated in the event on February 8, 2023. Utilizing old
newspapers, they crafted eco-friendly bags that could
be reused for various purposes.

On February 16, 2023 volunteers initiated a silent rally to
raise awareness about the hazards of plastic bags.
Carrying banners and boards adorned with quotes
against plastic bags, they covered the entire area
surrounding the college. The aim was to emphasize the
need to protect the environment.
To further promote the use of
paper bags, the volunteers
divided themselves into
groups and distributed over
800 bags to shopkeepers in
medical and stationery
stores. This initiative aimed to
encourage shopkeepers and
customers to opt for paper
bags instead of plastic ones.

The event concluded with a
profound understanding of
the importance of
preserving our planet,
realizing the detrimental
impact plastic can have on
the Earth if left unchecked.

The event aimed to raise awareness about thalassemia
and promote general health awareness by offering
comprehensive blood checkups to participants.
Qualified healthcare Mumbai professionals conducted
comprehensive blood checkups, including a complete
blood count (CBC) and other relevant tests. These tests
helped assess participants' overall health status,
including hemoglobin levels and other important blood
parameters.

As part of their responsibilities,
volunteers actively participated in
health education and awareness
activities during the camp. They
disseminated information about
thalassemia, explained the
significance of blood checkups,
and shared preventive measures
for maintaining good health. The
active involvement of the NSS
club in the free blood checkup
camp significantly contributed to
its success.

The event concluded with a
vote of thanks from Dr.
Amee Vora, the Principal,
expressing gratitude to all
participants and
highlighting the importance
of collective efforts to
protect our environment.
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DGMC'S NSS UNIT MARKED THEIR FIRST
RESIDENTIAL 07 DAY CAMP!

The NSS unit annually organizes 07
special residential camps to serve
society as a team and to make a
difference in the traditional thinking of
rural communities. The NSS unit of
Deviprasad Goenka Management
College of Media Studies organized
their first residential camp from
January 23rd to 29th,
2023 at Yusuf Meherally Center, Panvel.
It is a voluntary non-profit organization,
the Centre was started in1961 in
memory of freedom fighter Yusuf
Meherally and was formally
inaugurated in 1966, by Dr. Zakir Husain,
the then Vice-President.

The day continued with a lecture on understanding the organization, the
significance of NSS, the importance of patriotism, getting to know each other,
and singing patriotic songs and slogans. He also divided volunteers into
smaller groups to perform further activities and tasks more effectively and to
maintain discipline. The NSS volunteers also played games that explained the
true essence of teamworkand trust building process. The day ended with
excitement for the next day's tasks and a healthy dinner.

On January 23rd, 2023 all the NSS
volunteers gathered near the college
campus with enthusiasm, excitement,
and willingness to take up challenges.
The principal, Dr. Amee Vora, gave her
blessings and best wishes and also
encouraged everyone to embrace
the rural culture and the kindness and
simplicity within ourselves and in
return, to try to make an impact in
their lives and encourage them to
grow evenmore. The team reached
Yusuf Meherally Center, Panvel at 9:30
a.m. and met the coordinator
Mr.Devidas.



Post lunch, two animated movies were screened for them and then a quick quiz
was planned for them, in which they explained the importance of the movie. While
this is one side of the coin, the other side consisted of some of the volunteers
learning themselves first, quilling, puppet making and the kind and while
conducting, learning how to make a person belonging to a rather shy
background open up and be comfortable. Overall, the day was successful and
everyone learned more.

The team visited hostels twice during
the residential camps, the female
volunteers visited the girl's hostel and
parallelly male volunteers, the boys
hostel once. Initially, volunteers
conducted ice-breaking sessions to
make them comfortable and
interacted with them about their daily
routine, their hobbies, their dreams,
and interest areas and also played
interactive games, kho-kho, cricket,
etc. 

During their second visit the whole team
conducted fine arts sessions in the girls'
hostel. They held an interactive workshop
on mehendi, quilling, drawing, and many
other fine art skills. The children there
were eager to learn the subtle art of
these crafts and were excited to take
with them the different objects they
made. Some of the volunteers were
preparing Pav Bhaji in the kitchen area
for girls and the lunch was served with
love. 

LEARNING AND GROWING: HOSTEL VISITS.
 



A donation drive was held in the
campus of DGMC, where most of
the faculty members, students, and
working staff contributed actively.
The donations consisted mostly of
clothes, stationary items, toys, etc.
All of these donations were taken
over to the campsite and were
sorted to be donated amongst the
villagers residing in Banubaichi
Wadi Village. As the village was
slightly far, it took the volunteers an
hour of trekking and capturing the
beauty of nature. On reaching, all
the items were set up in a hall
where all the villagers were called in
to make their picks and take home
the things they liked. 

The kindness and shine in their eyes
made the event successful, volunteers
also interacted with them, took
photographs, and left the village with a
heavy heart and satisfaction of helping
the needy ones.

HELPING HAND, HAPPY HEARTS: 
THE STORY OF OUR DONATION DRIVE



The 7-day Camp at Yusuf Meherally
Centre wasn’t only about having fun,
but moreover, it was about Meeting
new people and adapting their values
and livelihood every day. It all started
with us waking up Early at 6 am,
exercising then practicing Yoga
asanas to ensure the calmness of
mind and body, we were also taught
about the uses and effectiveness of
each asana.

While being in all these, we all realized that real happiness lies in making others
happy. They were optimistic to learn self-defense sessions and to understand
basic menstruation hygiene which Encouraged volunteers. Instead of the
common beliefs of considering it taboo, the kids were ready to Learn and
understand the concepts.

This had become a daily routine which
was Healthy both physically and
mentally. Additionally, Yusuf Meherally
Center also made us explore soap
Factories, and oil factories and learn
about the production process, and
more importantly it was all made with
organic materials. NSS volunteers also
visited the center’s ‘Butterfly Garden’
which had medicinal Plants and
beautiful flowers, also our guide
Mr.Datta sir explained to us the uses
and information about the plants that
can cure several diseases naturally.
We also had the opportunity of
learning the art of Pottery, which was
enjoyed by every volunteer especially
since it was a souvenir made by
themselves that they took with them.
Volunteers also visited a school to
donate stationary and impart some
skills, this not, Only included fun
sessions of games but also essentials
like self-defense, confidence building,
hygiene Sessions, etc. 

SEVEN DAYS OF INVALUABLE EXPERIENCES.



LEARNING FROM EACH OTHER

The last day of the camp was
coined as our ‘Cultural Day’ as the
hostel girls visited our campsite.
They proved to be more
enthusiastic and curative than our
previous interactions. The girls had
bloomed and offered a sense of
happiness in us as the
improvements and progress in
them were easily visible. 

They were not only more comfortable,
but also confident in their spoken
English as they introduced
themselves in front of everyone. The
sense of having helped someone
even in a very small aspect of their
lives gave us volunteers the
satisfaction and willingness to
continue doing so. In return, we were
taught essential lifevalues like the
concepts of ‘Kindness’ and ‘Oneness’. 

These concepts are taught to us
pretty much all our lives, but that
day, the girls set an example, of
learning and growing together with
accepting new challenges every
day, for us to learn from. It was truly
a give-and-take of values of self-
development on both sides!



VOLUNTEER'S CORNER 

It felt more like a family than just, a college unit. I've always been a
person who's been into social activities and NSS was the platform
through, which I was able to achieve that content. I was so glad to be the
part of NSS camp last year, those 7 days taught me some great
unforgettable lessons, it was so much fun and I even got a great chance
to improve as a person! I'm so happy to join NSS and continue it with the
samy spirit this year as well.

-Mitali Sarda

Every child in the neighborhood of "Banubai chi Wadi" fought for a full
three-piece suit that our NSS unit students donated, but I ended up
giving it to one kid who arrived late to the site because he didn't have
time to get anything else, so I figured let's not leave him without anything.

-Yuvraaj Rajput

Every moment in NSS was specoal for me. One of my favorite parts of NSS
was camp, the day we went to the boys’ hostel we played cricket, and did
some fun activities, when we were leaving one boy came to Viraj sir and
asked him if we could stay here. Children got connected with us as well as
we were connected with them.

-Murtaza Botadwala 
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-Pratibha Pandey

As being a part of NSS from the very start I instilled a sense of
responsibility and compassion within me. Working with enthusiastic
volunteers, we embarked on numerous initiatives that aimed to bring
positive change to our community. Whether it was organizing cleanliness
drives, conducting awareness campaigns on health and hygiene, 7day
residencial camp or teaching underprivileged children, each activity left
an indelible mark on my heart.



VOLUNTEER'S CORNER 

One of the most heart-touching experiences was meeting hostel
girls, they inspired me to be more adaptive through any
circumstances, NSS is not only about community service it's about
how you aspire to this journey.

--Khushi Solanki 
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-Kushal Tiwari

NSS taught me, helping someone or motivating someone is far more
peaceful than having materialistic expectations.

NSS to me, is not just a unit but also a platform where I've learnt many
things on a personal level. Team management, patience, how to face
difficult situations, and humanity are just a few qualities from that bunch,
I would like to highlight, Every event of Nss has been fun and ttaught me
how to be selfless for the good beings of society.

-Kashish Beriwal

Nss thought the most important thing to me was"True life is lived
when tiny changes occur"

-Shreyash Gaikwad 
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In the realm of service and selflessness,
Stands tall a beacon of righteousness,

With a purpose noble and true,
The NSS, a guiding light for me and you.

 
In villages and towns, far and near,

NSS volunteers dispel every fear,
Through health camps and education

drives,
They strive to make countless lives thrive.

 
They clean the streets, they plant a tree,

They nurture a bond, a sense of unity,
NSS, a force that binds us all,

Breaking barriers, standing tall.
 

They empower the marginalized,
Giving them hope and a voice to rise,
With compassion as their guiding star,

NSS warriors, heroes they are.
 

For in the spirit of NSS we find,
The power to heal, the power to bind,

Together we can shape a brighter tomorrow,
With love and service, let's conquer sorrow.

-PRATIBHA PANDEY-KASHISH BERIWAL

-ARYAN MENGHANI

एक नाग�रक मेरे पास आ कर बोला,
जनक�याण का बीड़ा उठा के कहां को है डोला?

म�ने कहा एनएसएस के साथ आया �ं।
लोगो के �लए कुछ ख़ास लाया �ं।
तुम आओ तो �न�वाथ� भाव से आना।
याद� क� पोटली अपने संग ले जाना।

कुछ मु�कुराहट�, कुछ �ेम का संगम होगा।
कुछ नेक�, कुछ एक� का �म�ण होगा।
�श�ाचार को �े� माना जाता है।
जीवन म� एक नया पड़ाव आता है।
खुद से पहले लोगो क� बात आती है।

सात �दन का �श�वर खुद को करीब लाती है।
लोगो के ��त हमारा कत�व समझती है।
अब बात यहां आ कर अटक जाती है।

�कतना �कया जाए? 
म�ने जवाब �दया बस उतना,

�जतना आम आदमी और तुम म� फक�  �दख पाए।

जनकाणTHE TRUE SENSE OF NSS!



FUN ZONE
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ACROSS
1. Who is the founder of NSS?

7. What is the theme of G20 India?

DOWN
2. Who is the Current Minister of
YAS Ministry?

3. Members of NSS are known as ___

4. What does PO stands for?

5. Which Ministry does NSS come
under?

6. What is the motto of NSS?

1.V.K.R.V.RAO
2.ANURAG THAKUR
3.NSS VOLUNTEER
4.PROGRAM OFFICER
5.Y.A.S.MINISTRY
6.NOT ME BUT YOU
7.VASUDHAIVA KUTUMBAKAM

Sudoku Rules & Basics.

1. The Sudoku grid consists of a 9x9 square divided into nine 3x3 regions.

2. Each row must contain all the numbers from 1 to 9, without repetition.

3. Each column must contain all the numbers from 1 to 9, without repetition.

4. Each of the nine 3x3 regions must contain all the numbers from 1 to 9, without repetition.

5. The initial numbers given in the puzzle are called "givens" or "clues" and are used to start
solving the puzzle.

6. The goal is to fill in the remaining empty cells with numbers from 1 to 9, following the rules
above, until the entire grid is filled and each number appears only once in each row, column,
and region.

Remember, Sudoku puzzles have a unique solution, and solving them often requires logic,
deduction, and patience. Enjoy the challenge!

SUDOKU

CROSS WORD

UNSCRAMBLED WORDS

RTYIHAC :
PNGARHAEO : 
SDCPILNEI : 
CIAMPT : 
VELEPEDONMT: 

National
Leadership
Service
Together
Unity
Patriot

NTIANAOL : 
LARSDEHEIP : 
SICERVE : 
TGOTEHRE : 
IYNTU : 
TOPARIT : 

Charity
Orphanage
Discipline
Impact
Development
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